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“After reading the Q-Link Web site 
. . . which claims that the bracelet 
brings greater ‘efficiency, harmony 
and balance,’ we gave it a shot. Our 
experience in the past three months 
matched Web reviews.”
    - Cigar Aficionado

“Q-link is a pendant that increases energy, im-
proves focus and concentration, reduces stress, 
enhances stamina and endurance and protects 
against electromagnetic radiation.”
     - San Francisco Chronicle

“Wristy business — a bracelet can possibly lower 
your scores and Q-Link bracelets (and pendants ) use 
SRT-3 to create an overall feeling of well-being.”
     - GOLF Magazine

“Clarus’ line-up purports to improve 
energy, awareness and well-being.”
     - W Magazine



“A study in the Journal of Complementary and         
Alternative Medicine reports positive results, and this 
writer has experienced benefits wearing the Q-Link.”
     - Men’s Health
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“The Q-Link pendant is worn by over 350 PGA 
Tour Pros worldwide with 100 tournaments 
won. Worn around the neck, it aims to calm 
the nerves and enhance performance.”
     - GQ

“The Q-Link pendant neutralizes the harmful 
effects of electromagnetic fields generated by 
electronic devices used in everyday life.”     
     - Golf Digest

“Q-Link stands by their products, offering 
your money back if you don’t shave three 
strokes in three rounds when wearing a 
Q-Link bracelet.”
    - USA Today
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“Q-Link – The Bogey Buster.”
     - Time Magazine

“Q-Link products tune up your biofield through a       
resonant effect that harmonizes your energy and helps 
you to navigate smoothly through a stressful world.” 
    - About.com

“The Q-Link is a metallic pendant worn near the 
heart that purports to adapt to your personal 
energy frequencies . . . Lindsay Lohan wears a 
brushed-silver version on a silk cord.”
     - InStyle

“The Q-Link holds crushed minerals that balance the 
body’s ‘biofield’, boosting endurance and mental clarity.”
     - Outside Magazine



“Q-Link pendant — Achieving 
a competitive edge.” 
     - Newsweek  

“SRT-3 amplifies the energetic potential in physical 
systems and allows what is already working to work 
even better or at its optimal efficiency.”
     - Los Angeles Times
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“Q-Link’s sporty cuffs improve one’s stamina, lower 
stress and can even alleviate jet lag. Our tester found 
her carpal tunnel syndrome felt much improved.”
     - Washington Post Express  

“Future apparel may even feature crystalline 
substances that resonate energy similar to those 
used in Q-Link bracelets and pendants.”
     - Idea Fitness Journal 



“Boston Red Sox pitcher Josh Beckett . . . wore his 
Q-Link pendant to World Series victory in 2007.” 
     - The Arizona Republic 
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“Scientists at Stanford University and the University 
of California have show that Sympathetic Resonance 
Technology can reduce a wide variety of stresses.” 
    - Celebrated Living 

“With more than 350 Tour players wearing 
Q-Link, you can’t go wrong.” 
     - Stratos

“More than ever, it’s becoming difficult to 
find a Tour pro who doesn’t regularly wear 
a bracelet and pendant — and more often 
than not, these are Q-Link products.”
     - ESPN.com



“There is certainly enough evidence and     
published scientific research to show that     
Q-Link will give you a competitive advantage.” 
     - Golfweek
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“Worn by many Tour pros and skilled amateurs — 
(there’s a belief) these bracelets provide golfers with 
extra energy, calm nerve and other game-enhancing 
characteristics. . . they look elegant, too.”
     - CBSSports.com

“If the Q-Link makes for better golf, sign us up!”  
     - Golf For Women                                                                 

“When worn together, Q-Link bracelets and world-famous 
pendants provide ultimate on and off course benefits.” 
     - Golf & Lifestyle



“Stylish Q-Link jewelry is made for those 
who need a boost when things get hectic . . . 
each piece is functional and fashionable.”
     - Me* Magazine

“Celebs spotted with a Q-Link include Lindsey Lohan, 
Salma Hayek and Dennis Hopper.”
     - The Cincinnati Enquirer

“The Q-Link sharpens the wearer’s focus, increases stamina 
and reduces stress. It also helps with jet lag and heightens 
the wearer’s ability to recover from bad shots.”
     - Playboy
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“Q-Link technolgoy is becoming almost as 
vital to some players as a trusted putter.”
     - Vegas Golfer



“Players wearing the Q-Link have won 
many tournaments and credited the wins 
to the benefits they derived through 
wearing the Q-Link.”  
     - Golf Asia

“Clarus’ SRT-3 has been proven to increase the quality,     
efficiency and structural integrity of chemical, biological, 
agricultural and other physical systems.” 
     - The Seattle Times 
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“More than 97 percent of 700 golfers tested showed 
immediate improvement in their stress levels after 
wearing the Q-Link for less than one minute.” 
     - Golf Tips

“Skeptics have been won over by the success of 
Q-Link devotees like major champions Mike Weir, 
Lorena Ochoa and Mark Calcavecchia.”
     - Iowa Golf



“For golfers, the Q-Link could produce . . . 
more good shots, fewer bad shots, a faster 
ability to return to a centered emotional 
state and lower golf scores. Sign me up!”
     - Tallahassee Democrat

“Who would have thought it — those 
darned Q-Link pendants seem to work!”
     - Alternative Medicine
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“The Q-Link pendant increases energy, 
improves concentration and enhances 
mental performance under pressure.” 
     - Golf Illustrated

“Worn by such noted devotees as Justin Rose, 
Charles Howell and Mark Calcavecchia, the Q-Link 
bracelet is eye-catching and comes in three finishes.”
     - East Valley Tribune



“The average golfer reports 
improvements of up to three 
to five strokes per round.”
     - Long Island Golfer
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“The Q-Link reduces the harmful effects of 
stress, and people wearing it are calmer, think 
more clearly, are more focused, sleep better and 
have greater energy and stamina.”
     - Body + Soul  

“The Q-Link tunes up your biofield and helps harmonize 
mind and body, particularly under stress, like when trying 
to make a five-foot putt for birdie.” 
     - Ft. Worth Star-Telegram

“Q-Link is helping players around the 
world gain a competitive edge and find 
that all-important, yet elusive ‘zone.’”
     - Golfing Magazine 


